This Amendment shall be considered part of the bid documents for the above-mentioned project as though it had been issued at the same time and shall be incorporated integrally therewith. Where provisions of the following supplementary data differ from those of the original bid documents, this Amendment shall govern and take precedence. BIDDERS MUST SIGN THE AMENDMENT AND SUBMIT IT WITH THEIR BIDS.

Bidders are hereby notified that they shall make any necessary adjustments in their estimates as a result of this Amendment. It will be construed that each bidder's proposal is submitted with full knowledge of all modifications and supplemental data specified herein.

Pre-bid Questions Submitted via Email

1. What kind of equipment will be permitted on this project? I am wondering if I will need to quote this with using a compact tractor to assist with removal and post hole digging or if these tasks will need to be done manually without the use of the compact tractor and quoted as such?

   Answer: Yes, you would be able to use this equipment on the trail for the project. We would just request that you return the trail’s surface to its original condition if you were to disturb or damage it in any way.

2. Can you let us know if it will be the 3-rail or 2-rail split rail fence?

   Answer: Presently there is a 3-rail fence at the location and our preference is to keep that type of fence unless there is a supply issue and the two-rail is more easily available.

BIDDER MUST ACKNOWLEDGE THIS AMENDMENT BY SIGNING BELOW AND ATTACHING THE SIGNED AMENDMENT TO THE QUOTE FORM:

Company Name ______________________________________
Contact Person _______________________________________
Signature ____________________________________________
Date _________________________________________________

Melissa Ford
Trail Manager
Paint Creek Trailways Commission